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FOREWORD

Traditionally vocational Aucation has been geared primarily
to preparing students for employment - -to preparing employees.
Yet there is another career path_available; students can learn
how to set up, and manage their own businepses. They can become
entrepreneurs.-..

Vocational education, by ts very nature, is well suited to
developing entrepreneurs. It is important that entrepreneurship
education be dev61oped and incorporated as a distinct but integral
part of all vocation education program areas. A Program for
Acquiring Competence in Entrepreneurship (PACE) represents a uay
to.iditiata further action in this direction.

The strength behind these instructional uniLs is the interest
and involvement of vocational educators and successful entrepreheurs
in the state of Ohia'and across the nation. Special :recognition is
extended to the project staff: Lorraine-T. Furtado, Project Director
and Lee Kopp, Program Associate. Appreciation is also expressed to
the many who reviewed and revised the drafts of the units: Ferman
Moody, Hannah Eisner, and Sandra Gurvts. We owe a special thanks to
those consultants who contributed to the content of this publication:
Carol Lee Bodeeh, Louis G. Gross, Douglass Guikema, Peter G. Haines,
Philip S. Manthey, Charlei S. McDowell, Marl E. McKnight, Steven R.
Miller, Barbara S. Riley, Barbara A. Rupp, Ruth Ann Snyder, Robert
Suttle, Florence M. Wellman and" Roy H. Young.

Robert E. Taylor
Executive Direttor
The National-Center for

Research in Vocational Education



HOW TO USE PACE

A Program for-Acquiring Competence n Entrepreneurship
(PACE) is a curriculum responsive to the-need for instruction
in entrepreneurship. It is primarily for postsecondary level,-
including four year colleges and adult education, but it -can
als6 be adapted for sperJal'groups.-'PACE is divided into three
parts (1) Getting Ready to Become an Entrepreneur, (2) Becoming
an Entrepreneur (establishing a business), and (3) Being an
Entrepreneur (operating a businessL

Each of the three parts has a set of instruLttlonal units which 4

relate to that topic. Within these units, the material is organize
into three levels of learning: Exposure, Exploration, and Prepara-
tion/Adaptation. These levels' of learning progress from simple to
complex concepts.

,The levels of learning will enable you o,use the FACE materials
to snit your.individual needs. You may find,it best to work with
the exposure level of one unit and the exploration level of anoth
Or, you may choose to pursue one level throughout the entire series.
You might also want towork through two or more levels in one.unit
before going on to` the next unit.

Before beginning a unit, discuss with your instructor- what. level
or levels of learning in that unit are most appropriate to your goals
and abilities. Read the unit overview and look through the pre /posts
assessments for the three levels to help you in your Choice, .Also

,check tUe list of definitions you Might need to look up or research
for that level.

you are ready to start, tut.
c=) the level you have chosen,

ssessment and identify those items which you feel need
special attention in. the unit. Also look of the learning objectives;
they will tell you what you should be able to do by the time you'
finish that level of learning.

As you read, you will notice questions in the margins alongside
the substantive content Ortion o each level. Use these questions
to guide your reading.

AL the end of eric` 1_evel of learning are activities which help
you L me involved.I.,_ Lhe content presented in the unit. You andyour inStrctor can dec4_de on how many activities you should do; you
mAy want,to do several or you Many need to do all

a
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Then, evaluate yourself. Is there y ma erial that you need
to review before you take the postassessment? The difference in yOur
answers on the pre/postassessments should show you how much you have
grown In your 'knowledge of entrepreneurship.

When you and your instructor feel that you have successfully
completed that level, you are ready to begin another level of learnin
either in the same unit or in another.

viii



OVERVIEW OF rTHE UNIT

All businesses sell products or services. Sucessful businesses
do not underestimate the need ectr using efficient selling principles.
Successful selling means attracting new customers as well as continu-
ing to seile old customers.

This unit deals with only personal (face -to -face) selling. It

describes how to find, understand, and work witi customers for your
product or service. The characteristics of go '_alespeople and the
steps of the sales process are also discussed. he unit includes ,

self-tests and activities that will help you improve both your personal
selling technique and the effectiveness of those who will be selling
for your business.

ix
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EXPOSURE

PREASSESSMENT

PART III UNIT E

SUCCESSFUL SELLING

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the con

of this level. If you are very familiar with the information needed

answer them, perhaps you should go to another level or unitcheck with

your instructor- Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you'v,, read

through this level, take the postassessment at the end of the

"Exposure Activities" section and measure what you've learned.

"Nothing happens until someone sells something."

Do you agree of disagree with this statement? Why?

2. How does the American Marketing Association define

selling?

What do successful salespeople know about their

customers?

4. What are the steps of selling?

5. What is the difference between consumer goods and

industrial goods?

1



TEACHING /DARNING OBJECTIVES/

to

Part III, Unit E
Suceessful'Selling

'Upon completion of this level of instruction you should be able

Explain why the selling function is important to small'

businesses.

2. Relate the definition of selling as. stated ,by the

American Marketing Associatiori.

Describe what salespeople need to know to be succes ful-

at selling.

4. List the five steps of the selling process.

5. Differentiate consumer --yatods frOM inr'lstriaigoods:

'14



,SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

WYAT G?

WHY IS PERSONAL

SELLING SO

IYP6Rj'ANT?

Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

DEFINITION OF SELLING

American Marketing Association defines selling as "the

personal or impersonal process of satisfying and persuadiu

a prospective customer to buy a commodity or service or to act.-

faVOrably on an idea that has commerical significance to thef

seller." Selling is helping customers flake decisions. Personal

selling.ip th process of helping customers fulfill their needs

in a face -to ade:situation.

PERSONAL BERLIN

Entrepreneursehbuld not underestimate tt e importance of

sellin It affects all types of businesses. Eve'rything in

today's market must be old: ideas, services, products ands

per§onalities. Few products or services move from the producer1

to the final user ,without personal, face-to-face selling. If a

firm cenno sell its product/service it will not make a profit,

and the business' will fail. Whether or not a business is

successful is determined by its profit or loss. The bottor.

line is.simple: for business to be successful it must sell.

Satisfying customers will also ultimately reflect upon a

firm's profits. This is done by developing effective selling



WHAT ARE THE

TYPES. OF

PASONAL

SELLING?

Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

techniques. Good sales techniques convince customers of their

need for a product or service. Assisting customers, treating

them fairly, and being 9ourteous are three good techniques.

fc
Acting as "customer advisor," the salesper§bn can'help deter-

mine how the customer's needs . -an best be met* The customer-

should_also benefit from the sales assistance., The entrepreneur

who can sell ideas; services, products, and personalities Grill

satisfy customers and attract additions] business. These

Customers will return and will usually recommend the services/

pfbducts of the firm to others. Therefore, good customer

relations should be valued highly by the entrepreneur.

glAn when the purchase is made from an automatic vending

machiecor other self-service outlet, personal selling via a

vending- machine salesperson has usually played an important

role in the placement of the vending machine and in the choice

and display of merchandise in the'''machine. The owner of the

.potential outlet for the machine must be convinced that

be an asset to the business.

es , of Personal Se llin

The type of business and kinds of products and services

being sold determine the personal selling practices used. There

are two types of personal selling (1) selling to ultimate con-

sumers and (2) selling to industrial users. Produ
o

an be

classified into consumer goods and industrial goods. Consumer

-z2aL are those products' purchased by the ultimate customers

for their own'personal use. Industrial goods are those products



Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

which are-'sold to other firms tea be used in manufacturing other

goods or to be included in some form in the product the company

sells
6-

Most selling to ultimate consumers occurs in retail stores

-where the customer comes to the salesperson with a need.

some personal selling situations, the salesperson goes to the

ultimate consumer. Examples of this practice would include

insurance agents who contact prospective customers in their

homes and door-to-door salespeople.

Personal selling to industrial users requires the sales-

TIrson to go to the user and'atte pt to determine his or her

needs and convince the user tc buy the product or service. in

thib unit all sales situations in which. the salesperson goes to

the potential buye- will be considered industrial selling, even

though the pros ctive- buyer may be an ultimate consumer.

Both types e n be used in a sales situation. Some products

are sold many tiros before they reach he ultimate,consumer.

For example, re' materials or component parts are sold to a

manufacturer. finished product may then be sold to whole-

salers who, in turn, sell the product to many retailers.

Finally, the retailer must sell to the ultimate consumer.

Selling techniques for each type of selling varies in the

amount of product/service information provided, the time involved

in the sell:111g process, and the variety of techniques used.

Another difference is that-the industrial salesperson must

preplan the sales meeting. Salespeople use this preplanning



Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

time to develop the presehtation and decide on sales "openers,"

and follow-up activities.

0

AT DO YOU NEED : Buying motives are the reason why people purchase a

.I.Esr.?r2srBL1111140.ti _yes

' KNOW ABOUT particular product or service from particular,;ousiness. Some

1UR CUSTOMERS? f the ressonsiwhy people buy are to satisfy basic needs such

as food, shelter and security. Other reasons are the need for

domfortand the need for social approval. To be an effective

.salespersonr you should be able to identify and understand the

motives behind a customer's interest in a,product and adjust your

sales pitch to appeal to that need.

Finding prospects

IMPORTANT Unless customers "beat a path to your door," _ great amount

i. DING of time may tae devoted to finding prospects. Finding prospects

?OSPECTS? s:an important dimension of the selling effort in many businesses.

A list of prospective customers is always changing. Customers

sometimes go out of business, retire, move, decide to purchase

from omeone else, etc

Salespeople are constantly replacing or adding customers.

In addition, some businesses sell products/services that even

good customers buy relatively infrequently, such as insurance,

major appliances, automobiles, fork lif t-"trucks and pallets.

SZlespeople for these products/services'must always seek new

customers or they will go out of business,

6



HAT ARE THE

Part III, Unit E
uccessftal Selling

SELLING STRATEGIES

Generally, before you can sell any product service success

IN fully, you need to know as much about, it as possible. This way-

7ELLIAG? it will be easier'for you ¢o sell the benefits to customers.

Then you can map out ale'sales presentation and practice selling
P

...-

techniques.

Selling involves performing a set of activities or steps.

These aCtivities correspond to the men al process" that every

customer fo]lows when purchasing a product oservice. The five

steps are

,ing the sale

2. Determining customer need '

-2_ senJ ng )- product
A

Gverconumg objectives

5. '-.losing-xne sale,

step, are adapZahl any selling situation. Regardless

of whet9f...r 1:11e e-n ir an ludustrial user or the ultimate

,Lonsumer,

follow steps.

7

*;4 the same; all sales pers _uel

a



Part III, Uni E

essful Se ihg

M3OSURCACTIVITIES

As you have just read, selling is a very important activity

in all businesses. The following activities will help ypu

. become more familiar - with selling.

ASSESSMENT ONE

1. Why is selling important to every busihess?

How can successful p' unsuczessful selling affect a

business? Present examples of both successful and

unsuccessful sel;ing practices.

2 Write a detailed response to tht following statement:

"Everything today is sold -- ideas services -, ts,

and personalities."

Interview at least three small business owners. Ask

em how important the selling function is to their

businesses. Try to interview a small retail o-. an

entrepreneur in the service business, a manufacturer,
A

and a wholesaler.

4. Do you belieVe personal selling will always remain as

important as

Write a short pa

has been in the past? Why? Why not?

espoDse. Ask a small business

owner to read- your pap &'r. Does he or she agree with\

you?



POSTAMENT

Part III , Unit E
.Suacessful Selling

1. "Nothing happens,until someone sells something

D you agree RT disagree with this.statement?i. Explain

in detail.

2. What is the American Marketing Association's defini-

tion-of selling?

What do successful salespeople know about their

customers?

Identify the steps of-selling.

Distinguish between consumer goods and industrial

goods.

Compare your answers to your responses_to the preassess-

meat. You may want to check your postassessment answers with

you nsftuotor.

SELF-EVALUATION

=flow well did you know the information needed to do the

activities?

C

C

C

Very well

) Fairly well

A little

Be honest with Yourself. If you feel you don't know-the.

material well enbugh,jt might be helpful to review this

section before going on.

fi
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EXPLORATION

PREASSESSMENT

PART III, UNIT E

SUCCESSFUL SELLING

Here are some questions that test for knowledge of the contents

of this level, If you are very familiar with the infor ation needed

to answtr.them, perhaps you should go to anther level or unit--check,

with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down your answers. After you've

read through this level, take the postassessMent at the end 'of the

"Exploratio Activities," section and measure what you've learned.

1. What are three attributes possessed by successful

salespeople?

What is the difference between basic bUying motives

and learned buying motives?

What'ar- the different types of customers? How might

a salespern successfully handle each type?'

Why is it important for a salesperson to possess complete

knowledge about the products/services he or she sells?

5. What information should a salesperson be able to supply,

about the products/services he or she sells? How might

this information be used to convince customers to buy?

11



Part III, UnieE
Successful Selling

TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES

Upon comp _tion of this level of instructiolL, you should

be able to:

'1. Identify the attributes-Of successful salespeople.

0

2. Explain customer buying motives.

3. List and discuss five basic types of customers, ways

to recognize them, and ways' to handle them in selling

situations.

Discuss the importance'otproduct knowledge to the

salesperson.

5 Describe the specific product service information

salespersons need to have and the sources for getting,

this information.

12

0.



ARE THE

MARACTERISTICS,.

)F SUCCESSFUL

A PEOPLE?

Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

SUBSTANTIVE INFORMATION

CHARACTERISTICS OF SALESPEOPLE

Really successful salespeople usually possess characteristics

which help them in their selling endeavors. Successful sales-

people have the ability to get along well with people. They have

a desire ta,aerve others, and make every effort to satisfy their

customers. They are able to tail* their selling techniques to

the personalities of the prospective buyer, and their attitudes

reflect this. They respect each customer's needs and wants 11.d, _

the customers notice this. The customers respond by cqming back,

and by telling their relativeS and friends about the good

service/produc-

Successful salespeople have pride in their work and accom-

plishments. Serving' eople by meeting their needs is

rewarding and satisfying for the salesperson.

Dependability is another important asset of the sales-
-1

person. Customers willcfsometimes rely on you to locate-a pro

have the goods delivered, and assist in preparing an advertise-
s .

merit. Every effort should be made to fulfill customer requests.

Your customer's faith in you and reliance on you are assets. By

depending on you, your customers show they,like what you are

doing for them.

Being good salesperson requires initiative, enthusiasm,

and ambition. Selling is taking action. You must actively

involve yourself in selling.: Following a customer around and

13



Part III, Unit E
.Successful Selling

merely taking an order is not selling. Working with customers

and trying to fulfill their needs by offering knowledgeable

advice and assistance is what selling is about.

The salesperson must also be honest with every customer by

treating each qne fairly and equally. Offer discounts and premiums

only.to certain customers in special situations. For example,

you can give discounts to those who buy in large volume or to

seni_ citize Today's consumer awareness movement has iielped9

reduce the amount of dishonest practices by salelpeople and one

dissatisfied customer can mean fifty lost customers. Customers

ray not immediately recognize dishonest-practices but they will

at' some point realize they "were taken.

Your ikfacialyt isa key to successful selling. The

effectiveness of your interaction' Rith customers varies because

of your personality. A pe --nality,that often clashes with

Ipustomers is not a selling persohality.

Personality may be defined as "that something which dis-
,

tinguishes one person from another" or "a reflection of inner
. .

self." Your overall appearance and dress, speech, eMotions,

abilities, and actions make up the sum total cif 'the, or

)

personality you prOject.

"Personality" is viewed in three ways.' The first, is what

you believe yoilr personality is like. This view may or may not

- of.

be accurate. The second is the personality you wish to develop.

f)

Each successful salesperson continually improves her or his

14
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Y DO PEOPLE

.Y?

Part III, Unit E
Successful' Selling

personality by objeftively analyzing current interactions.

Observation, self-assessment, and counsel of other salespersons

are all effective approaches used to improve personality. The

third view f your personality is how it is judged by others.

This is the most difficult view for us to accept objectively.

We often tend to see only what we want to see in ourselves.

Ai?111y2communicate is another characteristic of a success-

ful salesperson. This ability comes from experience, assessing

your strengths and weakneSses, and knowing about the productor

ser=vice you are selling. When approaching prospects-, you should

be at ease, poised, and confident. You must be able to initiate

and maintain conversation effectively and present yourself and

your ideas clearly. o der to speak with confidence you must

know what you want to say and how best to say it

o serve customers well, you must also be ada People

are frequently unpredictable. You can never be positively sure

of what they 'will ask you or what they will want you to ,do for

them. You should be as prepared as possible to handle various

situations smoothly and correctly.

BUYING MOTIVES

Your selling success may be affected by more than just

personality; motivation has a great deal to do with whether or

not a customer buys. Buying motives are the needs, de- _is, and

impluses that drive a customer -td purchase a particular product

or service from a particular business. Buying motives may

15



:Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

explain why customers buy and why they buy where they

Industrial customers as well as ultima

motives'. The consumer's buying

e consumers have buying

otives are, of course. n

personal than those of the agent or buyer who buys for use or

resale.

Each person has ce- ain basic motives which affect their

buying decisions. Food, drink,. sex, and comfort are basic

motives. Our desire for good health and security in addition

concern for the welfare of 1- -ed ones are also basic buying

motives.

In addition to basic motives, there are "learned" desi

that are acquired as pople mature. These motives are largely

a result of our surroundings-, environment. The successful

-salesperson does not underestimate the influence these motives

have upon a customer's buying decision.

Most people look for convenience, efficiency, and depend-

ability in the goods and services they buy People like bargains,

quality of construction, style and beauty. Customers are also

motivated by their curiosity about the product. They want to

.know what makes the product "tick."

The psychology of why people buy is complex. When most

people buy a product or service they are attempting to satin

more than one motive, They may not be aware of their buying

motives. You can learn more about heir motives if you are

observant and try to analyze your own buying motives. Learning

16



DO CUSTOMERS BUY

Part III, Unit E
Successful Selling

how to appeal to and understaring basic and learned buying

motives can help you sell more successfully. The effective

salc.sperson is able to determine and capitalize on theM.

CUSTOMER RELATIONS

The effective salesperson knows that customers dot-1'c buy

PRODUCTS ALONE? "things," they buy services and products that they believe

will satisfy their needs and wants. The customer has to

believe in what he or she purchases. The salesperson will

therefore try to sell the customer ideas, reasons, and

concepts, such as happiness and selfrespect in addition to

the product. For example, fie successful salesperson:

1. Sells neat appearance and attractiveness;, in addition

to clothes

.2. Sells foot comfort and style--and l!hp shoes

3. Sent: rooms that have beauty, comfort, and newness,

in addition tee furniture

4. Sells pleasant hours ci knowledge--end also books

5. Sells playthings that make children happy, in addition

to toys

61 Sells the satisfaction and profit of making your own

things,An addition to tools

7. Sells the low cost per mile and freedom from worry--

and also tires.

17
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The following guidelines can be followed in working with

your customers:

TYPE OF CUSTOMER--Browsing (casual) customers
HOW TO RECOGNIZE-1. Say they are just looking.

2. Move slowly and finger merchandise.

3. Often move away when approached.

4. May buy on impluse.

HOW TO HANDLE--1. Be pleasant and welcome to look.
2. Don't pressure.
3. Invite back to store, even if the

customers don't buy.

TYPE OF CUSTOMER--Talkative (friendly) customers

HOW TO RECOGNIZE-1. Are friendly, jovial.
2. Like to talk and gossip.

3. Apt to discuss persOnal matters.

4. Will hold up other customers.

HOW TO HANDLE--1. Listen_ .

2. Don't become personal.
3. Don't gossip.

Bring back to topic of merchandise.

5. Don't get impatient.

TYPE OF CUSTOMER--Silent (unfriendly) customers
HOW TO RECOGNIZE - -I. Are not positive in nature.

2. Are not enthusiastic.

3. Talk very little,

HOW TO HANDLE-1. Don't talk' to much.

2. Watch their actions.
3. Demonstrate merchar,ise.
4. Give selling points slowly.

5. Be patient.
6. Ask questions with a "yes" oar

answer.

18
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TYPE OF CUSTOMERUndecided customers.
HOW TO RECOGNIZE-1. Continually change their minds.

2. Are afraid of'not getting their mo r's

worth,.

3. Often will go home to think about it.
4. Don't know merchandise.

HOW TO HANDLE -i. Help customers decide.
2. Stress economy and quality=
3. Be firm and convincing.
4. Show variety of merchandise, one

at a time.
5. Look for signs of interest.

TYPE OF CUSTOMER--Decided (deliberate/positive) customers
HOW TO RECOGNIZE-1. Know what they want

2. Are business-like in nature.
3. Are direct in manner.
4. Ask for specific items.

HOW TO HANDLE -1. Show merchandise quickly.
Z. Give selling points in direct,

business-like manner.
3. Let customers do the talking.
4. Use caution in suggesting substitutes.

TYPE OF CUSTOMER--Hurried, nervous, impatient customers
HOW TO RECOGNIZE-1. Quick and abrupt-

2. Act nervous.
3. Demand attention quickly.

'4. Often talk fast and loud.
HOW TO _ _NDLE-1. Serve promptly.

,2. Sympathize with their problems.
3. Be alert --act quickly.

Use caution in suggesting substitutes.
5. Cover steps of a sale as soon as

posSible.

Industrial customers can also be classified using these

personality types. An understanding of customer personalities

may be useful in getting past this type of customer's secreta Y.

You can get some idea of what kind of customer you may be deal-

ing with when you sell the secretary on allowing you to have an
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appointment. You have another primary advantage in industrial

selling; there time to prepare your sales presentation prior'

to meeting the customer. You can, f- example, preplan your

opening, consider a variety of strategies to overcome objections,

and examine a number of ways to close the sale.

Although the customer types are good generalizations, all

customers are different and should be treated as individuals.

They may also switch from being one type to another in a short

period of time or as circumstances change. However, your effec-

tiveness as a professional salesperson will be greatly increased

by your ability to perceive the major customer personality types

and your knowledge of how to treat them.

PRODUCT/SERVICE KNOWLEDGE

Modern technology has provided us with many new products.

Advertising and other promotions are used to inform the general

public or industrial customers of how'products can be used.

Radio, ,television, motion pictures, agazines, and., newspapers

provide the latest information about goods and services. Trade

publications inform the industrial customer about products.

There are books and magazines with the sole purpose of informing

customers about how to get the most for their oney. It

therefore the responsibility every 5alespera n to develop and

maintain merchandise expertise in order to be able to communicate

with the informed,a_ well as uninformed, consumer. The sales-

person should give customers the product information they need

for wise buying decisions.
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Before the salesperson contacts the customer, time should

be taken to evaluate the amount of product knowledge the sales-
_

person possesses and the uses that product has for the customer.

In certain situations i is not necessary or useful to know

everything about you merchandise. For example, if you are

selling in a hardware or variety store, a general knowledge of

the merchandise and where it kept is probably sufficient.

Having product /service knowledge is becoming more essential

because products and services are becoming more complex and

customers are better educated and more demanding. Successful

salespeople-know their mer chandise thoroughly before they make

a sales presentation. When you are selling expensive, compli-

cated, andtechnical p lucts, complete knowledge of the goods

is invaluable. A retailer,selling farm tractors should be

knowledgeable of the features and operation of the tractor. A

customer in the market for a tractor usually wants to compare

one model with others. By knowing and understanding tractor

features and specifications the salesperson will be-ableto

,provide the customer with the information he or she needs.

'service Information

What information should the salesperson have in order to

sell any product successfully? The salesperson should-know what

is available and what is new or improved. He or she should also
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know how to use the product and be aware of its features and

prices. This also includes:

1. Name of product/service

2. Name of manufacturer or processor

3. Composition of product, i.e., plastic, steel, rayon,

or description of services

4. Method of production, i.e., how product is made

5. What it will do its uses and purposes.

6. How it operates/performs

7. Sizes, colors, styles, models available

8. Care instructions

9. Services provided, _ alterations, installations,

repairs

10. Guarantees and-warranties.

11. Other information' which might be useful in the

sales presentation such as method of payment,

delivery, etc.

Obtaining the product/service information is also important.

The following sources will help you get the information you need:

1. Printed materials (tags, labels, manufacturer's

booklets, etc.) that accompany product

2. Advertisements

3. Instructions with product

4. Salespeople and supplier's repreSentatives

5. Catalogs, trade magazines and newspapets
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6. Coworkers

7. Customers who have used the product

8. Your experience with the product

9. Training programs for salespeople.

Indua al ilroduct/Service Information

Manufadturers-selling to industrial users must possess a

_

thorough technical knowledge of the product being sold. It must

.fit the, exact specifications of the user. The information

needed is probably more detailed than in other selling situations.

The customer Ls donee ed with cost ve. value, services avail-
/

able, delivery time, modifications, technical information, and

cost variances. Therefore, informational techniOes can be used

in attempting to,meet the needs of the indust fal customer.

These include the following:

1. Cost vs. Value--You may have to help educate your

customer on what the product means to that firm in

terms of dollars to be saved when that.product

used. The,company's annual report will supply this

information.

Services Available - -The customer will want to know

What you will do after the product is purchased.

You should be prepared to answer the following: Wilk

you still make regular calls? Will your company assist

with the installation or setup.? Can your company make

an elt_ mate of the cost of 'adapting production lines

to use your product?

23
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.3. Delivery_ IIEt7-Can you guarantee turnaround time?

Customers do not normally want to carry a large

inventory, so they prefer a short delivery period. /The

er has to be assured that the time between

placing an order and delivery is compatible with

her or his production schedule.

4 Modifications- - Customers will be concerned with the

modifications that can be made to your product, such

as adding a bend, an elbow, more wattage, or adapting

other parts. Having the answers will help'make sales.

5. Technical Information--Customers will also ask specific

information about the technical aspect of the product.

Some customers ill be very concerned with its ability

to maintain quality controls in line with their pro-

duction tolerances, such as tensile strength, malleabil ty,

heat tolerances, etc. They are trying to. figure out

how useful your product will be to their company.

st;

Answern= Customer luestions

You and your ales force should be able to answer these

questions: What can and what can't my product/service do? How

do my products/servicc, compare with those of competitors? How

can .the produdts/services I sell solve customer problems? Ho

do my pro ucts/services relate to other products and systems?

The first of these questions, "What can and what can't the

product do?" is a prime customer concern. All too often, questions
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about performance are answered with generalities. For example,

the question, "How does this picture tube hold up?" might be

answered: "It holds up real well, these picture tubes seem to

last forever." This answer gives no specific information. The

customer may conclude that the salesperson is uninformed about

the product or is exaggerating its qualities. Successful sales-

people will anticipate questions about performance and will have

the facts ready to present in a convincing manner. Specific'

answers abcut performance are helpful and create confidence in

the-salesperson. A much better answer to the question about

the picture tube would be: "Pecrl- ho bought this model up to

fifteen years ago were surveyed about the service they have

needed. This survey indicated that it required a minimum

number of repairs. I also have J copy of Consumer Report magazine

'as given our model an excellent

The second question, "How does my product compare with those

competitors?" is often raised by the knowledgeable consumer.

Your customers often know quite a lot about the products of

others, especially if the contemplated purchase is a large

expenditure. In this case, they usually shop around to make

price and other comparisons. Knowledge about what your competition

has to offer is an asset to you. You should know about your

competitOrs' terms, policies and services. Keeping up with what -he

competition is doing is a continuous job. To keep up-to-date, you

should carefully read advertisements of competitors and listen
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to what colleagues, friends or other entrepreneurs have to say

about them. You can also learn about competitors by listening to

customers, and talking with suppliers, and merchants who handle

competing products. This information is invaluable when making

comparisons during the sales presentation.

The to ru queSti - often asked lam, -now can the products

being said solve customer problems ?." Modern selling methods

emphasize problem- solving. Finding solutions to these problems

are the result of communication of knowledge and ideas, and

today's salesperson is often a customer advisor. However, you

must earn credibility with customers before they will accept

your problem-solving ideas`. At the consumer level, the customers

may want to know what size or type (riding or push) of lawnmower

they should buy to fit their needs. At the industrial level,

the user of an industrial adhesive product may need a special

adhesive for a particular application. In this case, the saleS-

person may need to have chemical information or rely on supporting

personnel who can provide the knowledge to solve'the problem.

"How do the firm's products relate to other products and

systems?" This is another important question. Knowledge of

product/service interrelatfonships comes through experience,

discussion, and combined study. Sales!. ,.Kpple can learn more

about companies and the systems they use by reading trade

journals and Newspapers. You should also be able to state what the
#
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limitations of your product are. Customers may become dis-

appointed when the product does not perform the way they

expected. It is better to inform customers of the prodUct

limitations in advance. If several products or services are

needed to accomplish a particular job, and the salespersons

know how their products and services relate to each other and

their limitations in a given situation will have the advantage

over those who do not.

Your knowledge about systems may be a pleasant surprise to

customers. Areal estate salesperson who can arrange to sell

a home bet6re another one can be purchased, who can help arrange

financing, and who can give the client information about the

location of schools, tax rates, insurance availability and

shopping districts will earn respect and the continuing business

of customers.
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EXPLORATION ACTIVITIES

Do you feel knowledgeable enough in selling to put sales

techniques into practice? The following activities will help

you-experience some "real" selling situations to give you an

opportunity to utilize what you have learned. completing

the activities, do a self- evaluation to c'leck your understanding

of the material.

ASSESSMENT ONE

A SELF-ASSESSMENT

Do you believe you possess the characteristics of a success-

ful salesperson? WoUld you like to know how to become a better

salesperson? The self-analysis which follows was developed by

the Dartnell Corporation and is the result of years of research

and counseling with large numbers of salespeople. ItCwill give

you an opportunity to check yourself with reference to sixteen

personal\ and business characteristics. It will also help you

identify your strengths and weaknesses. It is best to bt honest;

only you will see the results of this self-analysis.
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HOW TO GRADE

Grade each point on the basis of 0 to 20. If
i)elieve that you are what you should be, give
yourself 10 points; if medium, 5 points; and
if entirely discualified, give yourself a 0; give
any intervening points for other values.

Apply just ordinary common-sense. Conside
a discriminating person in full possession of the
facts would give you.

When you have graded each of the 100 points, add
the figures and place the sum in the proper place
at the and of the column. Divide by 10 for your
percentage of efficiency.

APPEARANCE

1. Is your expression pleasant

2. Clothes spotless and pressed,
shoes shined

Are your clothes selected with
tastestyle, fit color,
harmony

4. Do you look like you are
master of yourself

Are your manners pleasant and

friendly

G. Do you correct all appearance
liabilities

GRADE
YOURSELF

HERE'



II. HEALTH

Is your health a 100%
business asset

Is your health as important
as money

Do you observe the simple
health rules regarding eating,
drinking, breathing,'and
exercising

Is your power of enduranc e

above average

11. Lost any workdays this yew,
due to illness

III. FEARLES NESS

12. Are you at ease be_or
strangers or superiors

Are you conscious of the new
courage that results from
acquired power

14. Do you follow your o
convictions

15. Have you-eliminated all
fear of the future

16. Do you meet problems squarely
without evasion

17. Do you use knowledge to
banish fear

30
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IV. SELF-CONFIDENCE

Are you sure of yo -4self at
aiG times

19. Do you use and apply your
knowledge

Do you start things with
confidence rather than
doubt and cold feet

21. Are you confident about your
own judgment

Is action the result of your
self-confidehde

23. Are you able to inspire
confidence 'in,others

17; AMBITION

24; Is your life's aim big enough
for hour ability,

Do you back your ambition with.
decisive action

26. Do you plan eadh day to advance
a step

27. Do you study the best ways
personal advancement

28. Do you take full advantage
opportunities

29. Are you eager to end well in

30. Would fulfillment of your ambi-
tions make this world a better
ilacc:

31.

GRADE
YOURSELF

HERE
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VI. WILL POWER

31. IS your will power trained for

decisive action

32 . Can you shoulder'responsibi
without worry

Do you control your
.and words

34. Can you shed nonessential
details?

35. Do you make enough time for

self- development

Is your loin like igh-

tempered steel"

37. Is daily practice of your
power a habit

VII. CONCENTRATION

36. Do you train yoursel
concentrate at will

39. Are suribundings picked to

favor concentration

40. Does business study get un-

divided attention

Can you concentrate for a
long period

42. Are you developing a clear,

accurate, hard-thinking
business mind

43. Do you really "think" rather

than kid yourself to believe

you think'

32
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VIII. SUGGESTION

44. Do you seek the value of
positive ideas

45. Do you avoid negative
suggestions

,46. Is indifference allowed to
hinder progress

47. Do your manners serve tzs
positive suggestions

48. Do you use the power of sel
suggestion

IX. TACT

49. Do you get along well with
most people

50. Do you try to "lead" rather
than "boss"

52 Do you avoid lass of temper
and sarcasm

5 Do you avod'has Y
that hurt Others

53. Do you aiways.practice. the
highest couptesy- ,

54. Do you.always express
appreciation. when due

X. INTEREST

55. Areyou deeply interested in
your own work

56. Do you make 'careful daily
observation of your work to
improve it

57. 'Are you interested in the
human problems of business
management

Part-III, Unit E ,
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X. INTEREST (CONT'D.)

58. Do you observe people's
features and study their

characters

59. Do you endeavor to read
people's thoughts to ant
cipate their needs

60. Have you. a scientific
interest in problems of
modern business

'61. Are you yourself your greatest

object of constructive study

XI. SINCERITY

6. Is your word as good as a

bond

63. Do you have high ideals o

life and service

64. Is your work interes ing

rather than routine

Do you Stand loyalty by your

deserving friends

66. Are you sincere even though

- it sometimes results in

apparent disadvantages

67. Are you honest for other

reasons than because "it pays"

68. Do you practice what you de-

mand from otliers

XII.' ALERTNESS

69. Can you understand viewpoints

of others

70. Are you quick to understand

instructions

72. Are you known as a wide-

awake person

34
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XIII. MEMORY

72., Is your memory excellent

73. Do you train your memory
for improvement

74. Do you remember names as
easily as faces

75. Can you forget nonessential

facts

76. Do you depend on trained
memory power rather than
short-cut methods'

77. Do you consciously combat
every tendency to absentminded-
ness

XIV. EFFECTIVE SPEECH

78. Do you talk without hesitation

79. Are your ideas clearly and
logically organized

Are-you master o
'when talking to a

people

YOURSELF
HERE

81. 17 eating with superiors are you
at ease

82. Do you convince people

83. Do you secure the desired
_action from people

XV: INITIATIVE

'84. Do you seek opr = { i oes to

better yourself

85. Do you make plans tO, realize
your goal

Do you have to be "told"
than the average

87. Do you make cortructi.ve
suggestions freely c.

46
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XV. INITIATIVE

Are you systematically
developing your power of
constructive imagination

89. Are you right now thinking o_
how to Profit by use of this

chart

'Part III, Unit E
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GRADE
YOURSELF

HERE

90. Are you able to meet new situa-
tions with dispatch and confid-

ence

91. Does experience prove your
ideas practical

XVI. RELIABILITY
/-

9. Are you known as a person who
"gets things done"

98 Are you trustworthy in little
things

94. Is your credit good at al

times

95. Do you keep your promises and

appointments

96. Are you reliable in all of
your work

97. Is your judgment
reliable that it

others

o sound and
s sought by

98. Do you establish your
"reliability" as th024oug /y as

your naMlity"

99. 'Do you deliver dependable rt-
sults.without supervision.

100. Are you absolutely .loyal to

your organization

TOTAL POINTS

YOUR PERCENTAGE OP EFFICIENCY
(Divide above sum .by 10)

.(Sales Madaaement Guide, 1973)
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ASSESSMENT 'TWO

1. Interview at least three salespeople. What personal

attributes do they feel contrilUte to their success or

failure in selling situations? Su: arize. (If possi-

ble, interview retail, service, and industrial

salespeople,)

What buying motives affected your buying decisions in

four recent purchases? List what you bought and what

motivated you to.bliy.

List at least five product's you have seen advertised

in magazines, in newspapers"- and on television. List

the buying motives that the advertisement appealed to..

4. Choose a product that is advertised ofi television, in

a ines, in the newspaper, etc. What information

can you'learn about the product from the advertie-
c

meets? Go to a store that sells the product and find

out as much about it as you can (manufacturers, uses,

etc.).

. Select two products in the same field example, two

dishwasher soaps, two swing sets, and two electric can

openers). Locate and write down as much information

I

about, them as possible Then compare the pi-oducts.

Does one product have features the other does not? Dia

:the °information you gathered emphasize points of differ-

ence? You may want to use a chart, like the sample one

that follows to complete your work.
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Product Knowledge
Features

due
1 k

Product
B

Co omparisn

roduct Name:

Who makes the product?

Materials usedin product.

How is it manufactured?

What are the main uses?

pOSTASSESSMENT

1. List and discuss three attributes possessed by success-

ful salespeople.

Distinguish between basic buying motives and learned

buying motives.

Name five different types of customers (based on types

of personalities). Describe each type and provide

some suggestions on how a salesperson might successfully

handle each type.

Why is it important for A salesperson to possess complete

knowledge about the products .or services he or she

sells?

5. Discuss the specific information a salesperson should

possess about the products/services and provide exa7 les

of how the information might fie used to convince

customers to purchase the merchandise.

Compare yOur answers, to your response to the preassessment.

You may went to check your postassessment answers with your

instructor.
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SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know thwinformation needed to do the

activities?

Vey well

Fairly well

( ) A little

Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know the

material well enough, it might be helpful to review this section

before gbing
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PREPARATION/ PART UNIT E

ADAPTATION SUCCESSFUL SELLING

o

PRE -SESSMENT

are some questions that test for knowledpe of the}Here

contents of this level. If you are very familiar with the infor-

mation needed to answer them, perhaps you should go to another

level or unit-- check with your instructor. Otherwise, jot down

your answers. After you've read through this level, take the

postassessment at the end of the "Preparation Adaptation Activities"

section and measure what you've learned.

1. What are the steps of the selling? How do they relate

to each other?

2. What is, prospecting? What are some of the sources

available for finding new prospects? A

What are two methods for ovelcoming customer objections?

-4. Why is self- evaluation of your selling techniques

important?
"ol

5. Assume you are making a sales presentation. What

techniques would you use to get the customer "involved"

9

in the selling process?
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Upon completion of this level y should be able to:

1. List and discuss the fiv steps of.the selling process.

2. Discuss the itnpo 6 of prospecting and be able to

list sources of new prospects in the consumer /user and

commercidi fields.

3. Discuss the importance of self-evaluation of performance

to salespeople.

4. identify and describe two. methods of overcoming customer

objections.

5. Explain the importance of measuring customer involvement

in theselling process and describe various techniques

used to get the customer,involved.
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OF THE SOURCES'

FOR FINDING

your merchandise, you can enter into the selling process with,

confidence. First however, you must have potential customers

NEW or client6. You should find out who and where your prospects

OUSTOMERS? are. Does the prospect have the authority to make the buying

decision? People you identify as prospects who do not have

money or credit will not be productive contacts. Who will buy

your products and servrces and where are these customers

located? Creativity and initiative set the limit on the

prospecting skills of a salesperson. There are several

ways of meeting prospects. They include;

1. Joining organizations. The entrepreneur and success-

fu'. salesperson will want to join local organizations,

suci as civic groups. You will be joining an organi-
c

zation of potential customers and obtaining referrals.

Making contact with people who do business with your-

type of customers. If you use this method, you may

pay for "leads" or referrals to prospects. This is
fi

done in many fields. In the automobile business, sales-

fi

people may pay a flat) fee to have new prospects referred

to them. paying fe-es for prospects.in the -real estate

field is an i'legal practice, though. You should find

out under circumstances your state allows this practice.
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Getting source customers. Satisfied customers

will'often r,

may ask ,nsto-_

"tell their friend

4. Surveying public references. Careful reading of news

items and want ads provides news about people moving

in and out of town and may .suggest leads for certain

kinds of goods and services.

5. Canvassing doo -door. Although it is very hard

work, those using this method will usually find

customers.

Reading directories and trade registers. These publi-

cations offer , rich -upply of references. 'Moody's

Industrial Manual, Dun FA Bradstreet's Reference Book

' -fends and relatives to you You

erences or simply ask them to

Thomas' R_ e- of Asnerjcai Manufacture

directories will give you detailed information about

thousands of companies. Local Chambers of commerce and

,and state

city directories offer information also.

THE SELLING PROCESS

WHAT ARE THE There are numerous descriptions of how the selling process

STEPS OF A functions. The basic five step selling process can be adapted to

SUCCESSFUL specific selling situations. The five steps are (1) opening the

SALE? sale, (2) determining customer needs, presenting the product

or service, (4) overcoming objections, and (5) closing the sale.
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The opening of the sale, or !ELL.4_Es, _ very important in

determining tl.. outcome of the sale. Developing a proper customer

approach requires skill and judgment, friendly interest, and a

sincere desire to be of service. In the approach, the objective

is to gain the interest of the prospect and to put him or her in

a receptive frame of mind. If *,is is done properly, the sales

to .saction will probably be successful.

First impresSions are terribly important in selling. The

first impression determines how much atten ion!and time the

salesperson will- receive. In some types of selling, tne first

10-20 seconds of the sale may set the tone and: determine the

success or failure of the sales presentation.

The approach should always be positive. The customer should

be welcomed with a'smile and a pleasant greeting and made to.

realize that the opportunity to serve hfm or her is appreciated

by the salesperson and by the company. The salesperson should be

prompt and enthusiastic; salespeople must sell themselves before

they can sell a product or service. The salesperson should be

sincere, friendly, courteous and have a desire to serve rather

than sell the customer. A saletnFr cu combines all the elements

of a good approach and:

1. Helps put customers at ease

2. Helps make the customer tell you ghat it is he or she

is interested in seeing
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3. Helps create a favorable impression on customers of

you and company

4. Helps to build customer confidence in you

5. Helps to start the sale and involves customers in

what you are selling.

es of Approaches

Industrial approach. The industrial approach is used.in

4RE THERE? greeting is common practice in this approach. If you know the

person well, greeting him or her by name adds a more personal

touch. Then an opening statement of somewhat general nature is

usually made. It is best if you do not move directly into the

sales presenta_lob. You should offer creative thoughts about

your company, p_oppect's ccApany, the product or system it is

a part of, or other current news. Keeping well informed and in

tune with the business world provides interesting ide,as and in-

formation that may be offered in an opening statement. Gathering

information is done as a part of preplanning.

Selecting the best industrial approach. depends on how -ell

you have prospected customers and how sensitive you are to their

needs. On a firsi: call, your approach ought to be product

oriented. When you call the second time you will know more about

the firm and the prospective customet.'s needs.

Retailing approach. The merchandise 2.ppi-22,ib is us ally

the st successful of retailing approaches. It is used when a
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customer is examining merchandise. In this approach,you begin by

making a statement or asking a question about merchandise which

seems of interest to the customer. This ties the customer's

atention and interest to the merchandise. For example:

Salesperson: (Approaching a customer who is looking

at a sweater-) "This sweater is 80% wool and

20% Dacron. It is wrinkle free and the wool

makes it very warm. It's washable to."

Customer: "Washable? No ironing? Great! What colors

do you have in my size?"

Another approach in retai!.11g is the uanal approach.

In this situation, the customer 4s well-known and is recognized

on an dndividual basis. This approach is effective because it

personalizes the. initial contact. Most customers like to be-shown

special recognition and respond receptively. :Using the personal

approach eater a friendly atmosphere, and helps build goodwill

for the store. It should, be sincere, howeVer, and not overdone.

The following is an effective personal approach:

"Good morning, Mr. Brillhart. Do you remember the

circular saws you were asking about the other day.

They just arrived."

The service lolun-in retailing is used when the

customer is not looking at merchandise, is unknown to you, and

may be waiting for someone to assist her or him This is the

most, commonly used but usually i -s- effective approach, and should
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be used only when you are unable to uie another type. Examples

of questions used in this approach are: "Nay I help you?" -Is

someone helping you?" "Have you found what you are looking for?"

Ste- Two - Determining Customer Needs

In all types of- selling the object is meet the needs of

the buyer. The second step of the selling process is determining

what your customer wants.and needs. In some selling situations

you may know in advance what the customer wants, or at least

have a general idea. Some customers can state exactly what they

are looking for.

Other customers may not know what is available and will

need your advice. In this situation you must listen carefully

to find a selling signal in the conversation. You may also ask

a few well - chosen questions"to identify the item that is needed.

These questions depend upon the article needed and the'inf oration

given by the customer. Avoid asking too many probing questions

which could make the customer impatient. Only questions teat

help pinpoint what thecustomer%wants need to'be asked. Thes.

questions might zoncern the intended use of the merchandise and

the identity of the user, for frequently the person buying the

merchandise is purchasing it for someone else.

Asking customers point-blank how much they want to spend is

not a good idea. Instead, the salespergon should start by

showing items in the medium priCe range and then work up or down,

according to the customer's reactions. Observation of the
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customer's clothes, actions, and comments can be used as general

guide to the type'of merchandise being sought. However, you must

be careful not to place more emphasis on your customer's appear-

ance than on your communicl ion'with him or her.

Step Three - Presentin Product or Servi

The third step in the selling process is the presentation

of the product or service. The presentation is the process of

proving that the product can and will do what the salesperson says

it does. Once the salesperson knows,what information or merchan-

dise he customer wants, then it must be shown to the customer,

and its selling points demonstrated. How you present the product

or service will be a deciding factor in the customer's decision

to buy.

It has been estimated that customers remember only 10% of

what they hear and 35% of what they Customers retain about

65% of the information received with a combination of seeing and

hearing.

No one likes to listen for too long a period of time. If

people are "talked '! for any length of time, their attention

wanders. "Talking at" rather than "talking with" prospects loses

many sales. A salesperson who simply sits across a desk and

recites a list of memorized sales points may be perceived as

insincere by pro pects.

invOlvemen key word in a successful presentation.

If you can involve the cud omer, your demonstration and selling
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points appear to be more personal and tailored to fit individt

needs. The more senses you can appeal to, the more effective the

presentation will be. When you involve customers in handling and

demonstrating the merchandise, the amount.of information they

retain skyrockets to between 75-95%. You can involve customers

by handling them samples to examine or blueprints and illustra-

tions to look at and talk about together. Pil ical acts such as

holding a prodUct, helping unfold charts, and testing the way

something works also produce a feeling of involvement._

Through experience, the salesperson will learn to sense how

well the presentation is going. If you are alert to your custome

reactions, facial expressions, and other body language you can

often sense their acceptance of- your presentation. However, at

times they may not comment on what they like or dislike, and you

may have to ask additional questions.

Your knowledge of the product and its operation is also

evident presentation. Abundant knowledge used

discreetly helps tremendously in persuading customers to buy.

When you are presenting the merchandise, you are also

selling possible solutions to the customer's problems. Customers

buy merchandise they think will. help themselves or their company.

When presenting products,. customers how the merchandise will

satisfy their individual needs.
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The following is a summary of "do's" and "don't" of pre

ing merchandise:

DO:

1. Present the product service promptly and stress values

and benefits.

Determine the interests of the customer and know why

customers buy your product.

Involve the customer, and appeal to several senses in

the presentation-

4. Know your-self, your customers, your store, and understand

what your goods and services can do o the customer.

DON'T:

1. Stress price and confuse the customer by showing too

many items at once.

2. Start at extremely'loW or high price if no price prefer

once is stated by the customer.

Forget the buying motives of your customer.

4. RuSh the customer.

5. push your personal preferences onto the customer, even

if an opinion is asked.

Industrial Presentations

WHAT DO INDUSTRIAL Industrial salespeople should be aware of the fact that

SALESPEOPLE NEED customers may possess some negative feelings about salespeople

TO BE CAREFUL coming to the company. This condition places an even greater

ABOUT? -p nsibility on the salesperson. The following ten suggestions
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summarize the amain things to remember, especially in an indus-

trial sale:

Be sure your physical
reproach.

pec beyond

Be prompt in keeping,appointments or in waiting

on customers who are ready for your attention.

Be genuinely interested in the customer and his

or her problems.

4. Have confidence your °sel grad yo r pr

or service.

Greet the customer cordially and with suitable

opening remarks.

6. During the approach, try 09
mood and a 'ust your remarks

Have your selling points organised s- that your

strongest ones can be used early.

When possible, give the prospect a .ample of your

product.

9. In opening a sale, appeal to as many senses

possible.

cus

10. Place a value on the buyer's time as well as

your own.

(Fundamentals of Selling, 1969, p. 281)

Four - Overcoming Qtlifsial.!

ourth step in the selling process is to overcome

objections. A critical moment in the sale occurs when you hear

a customer raise an objection. What you do next determines whether

you turn an objection into a sale, or meekly accept the objection

as livalid reason for failure.1
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Before objections can be overcome, they mus be understood.

The customer mjy raise objections for the following reasons:

1. The customer Js not convinced of a need for the item.

In this case you must provide additional information

about the product or point out the additional worth and

uses it has.

2. The customer has insufficient information on which to

make a buying decision. He or she may not know about

certain featUt,1 your product has. You may not know

your customer wants a remote control television until

you show that customer several-sets, and she or he says

"I like that model but I wanted one with remote control."

You then- simply show the desired model (if you have

one).

The customer thinks the price is too high. If you can

e the customer information about the product that

will justify the price, this objection may be avoided.

You mayplint out the fabric quality or extra features.

If the price objection cannot be solved by justifying

the price of the item, a less ekpeniive item should be

shown. If the price objection cannot be solved by

showing a less expensive item, you can offer the use of

a charge account or a lay-away plan.

4. The customer is misinformed about the product. You

must know or be able to obtain complete product informa-

Lion to convince the customer to buy.
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5. The customer wants to "think it over" or have more

e before buying. The customer may want to compare

products or ask a friend's opinion about buying.

should not be -pushy" in trying to convince customers

to buy immediately. Let them know they are weicom-

back any ti You might also want to remind them of

the benefits and uses of the product before they leave.

HaalliEgobjections

Too many inexperienced salespeople fear objections because

they do not know how to cope with them. To an experienced sales

person, an objection is often a sign that prospect wants

know more about the product or service being sold. Correctly ,

handled, objections can be converted into selling points in your

favor.

How can a salesperson prepare himself or herself to answer

objections? No matter what method you u8e, listen carefully to

and act interested in the customer's objection. The customer

becomes obligated to listen to your answer in the same courteous

manner. When answering the objection you should not hurrN. Not

only does pausing allow you time to answer the question correctly

and properly, but it also indicates respect for your customer.

Yo. also show that you feel your customer's objection is worth

voicing.
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Two additional rules to fellow when answering objections

are:

1. Never argue when overcoming objections. The best way

to lose a sale is to win an argument.

2. Never magnify an objection. Generally, the longer an

objection is discussed, the larger it becomes.

There are a number of methods used in answering objections.

One method is called the s-bu method. In this method the

salesperson agrees with the customer but points out an advantage

equal to or greater than the objection. When a :ustomer raises

. a point of objectiqn you would first agree with the customer, then

respond in a logical manner. For example: "Yes, I understand

how you feel about 100% cotton. But, did you know that cotton is

the coolest fabric? For your trip to Acapulco in August, cotton

would be ideal for you."

When using the "b-- erana" method the salesperson attempts

to turn the prospects' objections around and direct it back at the

prospect in the form of a reason to ,buy.

Customer: "You don't use any soap in cleaning my carpet.

I can't believe that it'll come out clean."

Salesperson: We have found that soap residue resulting

from carpet cleaning is the main cause of
3

new soil. With :earn cleaning, we can

clean your carpet without leaving soap

residue. Your carpets will stay clean longer.""
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Sometimes you will discover hidden or unexpressed objec-

tions. The "direct question" method is used when customers are

not yet ready to buy, and have not raised any objections as to

why they should not buy the items. Direct questions should ask

who, why, what, and when. For example:

What color did you buy last

When would you like to have it delivered?

Why did you buy a two -door model the last time you

bought a car?

Who will be using this car the most?

These techniques for handling objections can be

used alone or in combination. You will also find that in certain

situations a specifJ method may work. Do not, however, atempt

to rigidly classify objections and feel that any one method or

combination will work in a given situation.

The techniques you use to overcome objections should not

appear "canned." Practice with them. You will need to feel

confident with the techniques before you use them with customers.

Experience ct handling objections will enhance your perceptions

about customer behavior and you will soon become a better sales-

person because of it.

Step Five - Closing the Sale

HOW DO YOU The last step in the selling process is closing the sale.

CLOSE A SAL YoUr success in selling depends ultimately,not on your ability

find, interest, or make friends with prospects, but-upon your

ability to close.
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today's competitive markets, a good salesperson must

know when.to close. More sales are lost because the salesperson

did not try to close at the right time; he or she either waited too

long or tried to close before the buyer was 1,dy.

The salesperson should be prepared to QTY)."2 at any time

during the selling process. The last three of the selling

process--the presentation, overcoming objections, and closing--

are all closely connected. It is impossible to tell exactly

where one step ends and the next begins. A customer may be ready

to buy before you get through your presentation. The customer

may have no objections about buying the product. If there are

objections, closing should be attempted when Cne salesperson

feels that he or she has met the customer's objections. In

general, if you have created favorable conditions throughout the

selling process the closing of the sale will come naturally.

It should be noted that your first try at closing may not

succeed. Do not become discouraged. The closing may have failed

because the customer desired more information. You may need to

re-emphasize product/service benefits o answer additional objec-

tions. You should attempt to close again and again. Do this, of

--
course, in a manner that does not offend your customer.

Do not be afraid to close. You are a salesperson and he

customer expects you to sell merchandise, so do not_be bashful,

Be bold and forceful in closing but avoid being too pushy and

possibly irritating your customer. Closing should be natural

and logical, not a battle -of nerves or wits.
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The time to close ie when the customer is ready to buy.

Knowing how to read customer buying signals is the only "secret"

good closers have. There are two ways to determine whether the

customer is transmitting a buying signal: one is to wetch the

customer and the other is to listen to the customer.

Watch the Customer. You should be aware of physical actions

and facial expressions. The customer may be smiling, have a

peaceful look, and an overall agreeable expression. The customer

may reach for a purse or billfold. The customer may pick up a

certain item several times to examine specific features. The

customer may step back for a batter look, or may lift an'item or

give some other sign such as rereading part of the literature or

examining the lahel. Usually, these actions indicate that the

buyer would like some help in making a decision. These are times

when you should try to close the sale.

Listen the Customer. Customers may ask certain questions

that tell you they are thinking about buying the product. Listen,

for questions such as: "Do you deliver?" "May I put this on

layaway?' "May I exchange this or get my money back if I change

my mind later ? "" Such questions indicate that they are interested

in making a purchase. Customers may make statements that show

they want to buy, but need further encouragement to do so, such

fi

as:, "I hadn't planned on buying this today," or "I don't really

need this jacket, but I like it." They may alsc simply state
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they wish.to buy. These are all good times to try to close the

sale.

ve Methods to Close a Bale

There are a number of methods to use in closing a sale.

Experimentation with these and other closing methods is advisable.

By experimenting you will learn the "best" ways to close in

specific situations. Five of these methods include the .followin

I. As}' the order. This is the overlooked method for

closlng a sale. Some customers like this frank, straight-

forward approach.

Su_ arize the main points of the sales presentation.

You should emphasize the selling points that appeal

most to your customer.

Assume that the customer has decided to buy. You

indicate this by your actions or by making a statement

showing you feel the sale has been made.

Close on minor point.- It is easier for a customer to

make a minor decision than a major one. Asking which

color the customer prefers or if he or she will pay

cash _ ,charge the item can close the sale.

Offer added incentives. Offering free delivery, alter-

ations, or a cash discount when the customer hesitates

are examples of this.
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Evaluating Your Selling Techniques

Selling has a lot to do with human relatiOns. Striving for

improvement should be a continuing process. To improve yoUr

selling techniques, you need to Constantly evaluate yourself or

those you supervise. Self - evaluations, simulated sales demon-

strations, and critiques,are excellent methods for strengthening

sales skills. The following is an evaluation foul used for

retail entrepreneurs.

2. Do you regularly inform your salespeople about

the new merchandise coming into the store and

the promotions of it that you have in mind?

Comment: Lack of adequate knowledgeparti-
cularly about newer merchandiseis the cause
of much inept selling. When you 'talk to your

salespeople about new merchandise, you should
also stress information on merchandise care

and special selling techniques.

2. Do you observe each salesperson inaction,
evaluate the selling technique, and offer
suggestions 'for improvement when needed?

Comment: You should always compliment your
salespeople when they do well, and not restrict

your interest to criticizing them when they do

poorly; Any necessary reprimand should be

given in private, not before other salespeople

and never before customers.

Do you select special - suggestion te for sale

people to push each week?
Comment: These items need not always be low in

price or limited to advertised goods, but they

should always be timely and of excellent value.

It is better to select special-suggestion iems
than to leave their choice wholly tb the ingenuity

of youP salespeople. (Mans. ement Audit for Small

Retailers, 1971, p. 71)

Assessment one in the "P- aP- ation/Adaptation Activities" section

this level is a self-evaluation used by all types of sales people.
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SUGGESTION SELLING

-Once the sale has been closed on the merchandise desired

by the customer, the salesperson has an excellent opportunity

further serve the customer and promote his or her own interests

through suggestion selling. This is particularly true in retail

selling. You may suggest another item to accompany the merchan-

dise sold or suggest new merchandise, a product on sale, or a

special purchase. Customers often welcome suggestions because

saves time and effort and makes shopping more pleasant. The

store's image is'also enhanced because customers feel that the

store is interested in serving them.

FOLLOWING Up CUSTOMER CONTACTS

As- an industrial salesperson,you should never leave a

-

customer without having areason to call back. The follow-up is

the oppprtunity you need to prove your credibility. This is an

impr rtent step in developing your reputation as a salesperson.

You must ask the customer permission to call back. Make sure you

requeet a choice of days rather than a "yes" or "no" answer. You might

say, "I would like to-hear your reactions to the sample I'm leaving.

May I call you on Thursday or would Friday be better?" Be sure

to thank the customer and the receptionist on your way out. As

soon as you get to the car, write in your, customer contact log

(a notebook with a company on each page). the date, who you saw,

what happened, what you are supposed to do, and the date by which

this is to be done. Also record the date you are supposed

to make the call or stop.
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PREPARATION /ADAPTATION ACTIVITIES

ire 4you,able:t0-.44Y,these,selli g prinatqes to ,yout

bliSineSs aspirations? Are you now knowledgeable about the skills

of sucessful7selling? The following -SctivitieS should help

you check your knowledge about selling.

ASSESSMENT ONE

A SELFEVALUATION QUIZ-

The quiz on the following pages has been adapted' rom a test

developed by the National Sales Development Institute 'nu

might want to give it to your salespeople or take it yourself.

Once the self-evaluation has been completed's. graph of weaknesses

and strengths can be filled out. This will-give you a pictotial

view of your selling talents.: 'Be honest; no one but you will

see it.
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SELF- EVALUATION TEST FOR

STRENGTHENING YOUR SELLING SKILL

Salespeople who take steps to improve themselves will
go a tong way, they are willing to build on their de-
feats, to learn from their failures. We, too, can Zeal
by the simple process of patient self-analysis. We
might be losing some sales only because we have certain
weaknesses we could and should correct. But it's not
always easy to recognize exactly what we do that's
wrong. Even our closest associates can't always help
us. They don't know how we think and act when we're
face to face with our prospects. Only we can know- -

through this self-evaluation test.

To determine how you can make every lost sate a lesson
in selling, give yourself a periodic checkup, say
the first of every week or month. Make it a part of
your self-improvement program. Use the ftilOwing
questions to evaluate your selling skills. Rate your-
self honestly, check conscientiously. Don't cheat
yourself wAh a biased rating. It can seriously
hinder any chances of self-improvement.

What to. o: Here are eight ways you can evaluate your-
self as a salesperson. If you do find any weak spots,
take the necessary steps to strengthen,them and
eventually strengthen your selling skills.

HOW SKILLFULLY DO I SELL?

(Check YES or NO for each question) YES_ NO

Do I learn as much as I can about my prospects
before I callparticularly why they should buy
what I want to,sell them?

Do I. start each interview by discussing some-
thing I know will-interest my prospect--an
offer of service, a promise of benefits, some
sign' icant news, or a sincere compliment?

Do I make a complete presentation of the
benefits I can offer, and do I explain
their significance to my prospect?
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DOU ask que. ons to make sure my paspect
un4erseands and appreciates the benefits I

offer?

When a prospect makes an objection, do I
listen,respectfully, repeat the objection
in my own words, and then answer it before
I go on with my'presentation?

Do-1, an 'ciliate p6ssible price objections by

stressing value and quality? c-------'

Do I buiZr. confidence by telling my prospect
eimes of some of our well-known customers
nd how we satisfied they are?

Do I emphasize the service I will give when
my prospect buys from me?

Do I .elZ thrbugh the eye as well as the

ear--do I use all the selling aids avail-
able to me?

Do I always ask for the order--do I empha-

size benefits, value and service when I

close to make it easier for my prospect
to say "Yes" than it is to say "No?" _
MY RATING (Jot dawn your rating on this line

ROW TO RATE YOURSELF: 1) Add your NO answers
2) Multiply the number by 10.
3) Deduct that total Fran 100.

(Example: Let's say you've checked the NO column

three times. Multiply three by 10 for a total of

30. Deduct 30 from 100, and you get a rating of

.70% on this subject.)
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. DO I KNOW WHAT I'M TALKING ABOUT?

(Check YES or NO for each sue,. n ) YES NO

Do prospects and customers consider me an
authority in my field?

Do I know at least five good reasons why a
prospect should want to buy what I have to
sell?

Do I know what my competitors are trying
to sell? I

Do I know why it would be more a6 .c.mtageous:_
for my prospect to buy from me than from
competitors?

7-----

Do I know the policies of my company?

,
.

Do I know what services we Z7 give customers
that are superior to competi services?

Do I know the advertising prograM that
supports my selling effortsdo I know
exactly what it tells prospects and
customers?

Do I read business publications to keep
informed about. trends that might affect my
sales?

Do _ study the sales literature given me so
I may learn every possible sales a: inen

Do I systematically look fOr ideas and -

formation which might be helpful to my
customers, or might help me serve them
more ectively?

MY RATING (Jot down yoUr "ating on this line)

IOW .TO RATE YOURSELF: Add your NO answers, multiply
total by 10, deduct from 100.
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DO I LOOK LIKE A SUCCESSFUL SALESPERSON?

(Caeck 'ES cr N0 or each ue ion) YES NO

When I call on-a prospect do I look like a
smiling, cheerful, capable salesperson who
is getting his/she share of ales and more?

Do I look confident, as though I know I can
bring my prospect some benefits they'll be .

glad to have? _
Do I walk erect, chin up, shoulders back?

Do. I look alert and vigorously healthydo
I watch my diet and keep myself _

Do I always have a neat appearance including

wen-groomed hair, clean hands and finger-
nailsso that nothing about me distracts my
prospects while I'm trying to sell them?

DO I always appear relaxed when I'm with a
prospect or customer, never tense or anxious?

if I smoke, do I always wait for my prospect
or customer to be t ,e first to light a cigar,

pipe or cigarette?

Am I careful to avoid exhaling a smoke screen,
letting a cigarette dangle from a corner of my
mouth, or frantically reaching for a cigarette
at some tense point in the sales :interview?

Do 1 avoid nervous hand-habits such as adjust-
ing my glasses, rutting my nose, sratching my
head, bending paper clips?

Do I look prosperous?

MY RATING (,:7)t down your rating on this line)

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF: Add your NO answers,
multiply total by 10, deduct from 100.
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. DO I ACT LIKE A SUCCESSFUL SALESPERSON?

(Check YES or NO or each e t on YES NO

Do I plan every sales call--do I have a
specific reason for being there, never
"just to drop in?"

Do I make my sales presentations with
enthus:asm.

Am I aggressive--do I get my sales story to
my prospects in every way I can?

Am I persistent- -When prospects say "NO" do
I keep on trying if I believe they're logical

prospects?

Do I make more calls than the "averag
salesperson?

Am I dramatic--a show-person--do I constantly
look for fresh wayd to dramatize my sales
story?

Do I give more personal servsce than co e

Live salesperson? _
Do I cooperate wholeheartedly with my boss
-(and with everyone else in my company ) whose
work affects my success in selling or
servicing my customers?

Do I work longer hours than most salespeople?

Do I try to make each succeeding sales pre-
sentation a masterpiece--the best one I ever
made?

MY RATING (Jot down your rating on this line.

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF: Add your NO answers, multiply

total by 10, deduct 100.
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9W SUCCESSFUL E MY &NAN RELATIONS?

Check YES or NO or each e 'ori) YES NO

Do I learn the name of all prospects --address
them by name, use their names from ti nee to

time during my sales presentation? _ _
Do I remember names of everyone in a cus-
tomer's organization with whom I coma in

contact? Do I address the customer by
name whenever we meet?

Am I friendly, cordial to everyone I eet.

Am I sincere? Do I avoid untruthfulness or

exaggerations?

Am I reliable, do I keep my promises? Do I

deliver as promised--or explain my unavoid-
able delays? _
Am I good listener? Do I listen without

interrupting?

Do I resist temptation to talk about,myse --

and never, never discuss any troubles I might

have?

Am I tactful? Do' I avoid telling a prospect,

customer, or my boss, "You're wrong!"? Do I

realize it's an irritating statement, and that

there are more considerate and subtle ways to
change a person's point of view when

necessary?

Do I alway., say "Thank-you!" for orders,

favors, or cooperation from various people

in my company?

Do I remember birthdays, anniversaries, other
important occasions, and send a card or note vo

let my customers and associates know I

remembered?
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MY RATING: (Jot down your ratin on this line)

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF: Add your NO ans7
total by 10, deduct from MO.

iply

HOW SUCCESSFULLY DC CONTROL MY EMOTIONS?

(Check YES ©r or each ue:Con ES NO

Do I try not to lose my temper--even if I
think a prospect or customer treats me
unfairly? _
Do I accept responsibility for my own success
and never blame "stupid prospects," unfair
competitors," or anything else for my failure
to make sales?

Do I refuse to feel sorry for myself when I
have a bad day - -and, instead, analyze each
presentation to determine how it could be
improved?

[lien I begin to doubt my own ability to sell,
do I review some of my selling successes and
determine to repeat them?

Do I try to keep my mind free from worry, and
replace negative thinking with positive
thoughts of success and how I can achieve ____

Do I face problems and solve them, instead of
ignoring them and letting them becomey
mountains?

Do I :tccept and profit o friendly c -

.asm?

Do I handle necessary but less-challenging
details of my work promptly and well, with-
out complaining?'
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Do I start each day with an optimistic
estimate of the sales I'm going to make?

No I analyze my own reactions time to

time do I try to understand mrysel f so I

can keep my emotions -under control more

successfully?c,

MY RATING (Jot down your rating on this Zinc)

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF; Add your NO answers, mul tipmultiply

total by 10, deduct from 100.

A GOOD ORGANIZER?

(check YES or N©Jor each question) YES NO

Do I study the sales potential of my
territory--do I know where to find
prospects who can give me the sales

volume I want?

Do I plan my work each day so I know exactly
what I intend to do, what I want to accom-

plish?

Do I organize my selling aids--do I make sure
I have everything I need before I stmt out

each day?

Do I plan to cover my territory so systema-
tically that I waste no time between calls?

Do I prospect systematically, call on a pre-
determined number of potential buyers each

week? ,

Do I plan to use. the telephone and t'e mail

systemutically to contact prospects and
customers more often?
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Do I set a quota myself based on my
knowledge of my territory (which may be
larger than the volume of business my .

boss thinks I can sell?

Do I handle paperwork I'm required to do
in an orderly, systematic manner?

Do I follow through at regular intervals
after each sale to make sure my Customer
is satisfied and will keep on buying
from mo.

Do I ask myself fro- me to time, "What's
the most irrrportant thing I must do now ?"
and then do it?

MY RATING (Jot down your rating on this line.

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF: Add your NO answe
total by 10, deduct from 100.

itiply

DO I THINK LIKE- A SELLING PROFESSIONAL?

(Check YES or ND or each - uestionl YES NO

Am I proud and happy to be a salesperson?

Do I believe selling =s one of the most
important professions in theworld--be-
cause success of salespeople provides jobs
for millions of people, enables them to
pay bills, educate their children,.
afford some pleasures?

Do I know that business conditions are con-
stantly changing--that yesterday's ways of
selling are not always the best today?

Do I continually try to update selling
techniques?
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Do I try to improve my Ibiliu, to °mum-
cate my ideas to prospects and customers

more effectively? _ _

Have I taken courses in sell
public speaking, creative thinking? Have

I read more than one book on salesmanship

during this past year?

'--

When I read books On selling or listen

to discussions of selling methods, do I Took

for ideas I can adapt to my own work?

I trythem?,'

Do I study_ the sales eriaT given to mo by

my boss? Do'I apply it my work as my boss

suggests? Do I try to get everything I can

out of sales meetings?

.

Do I try to contribute as n , a3- I can t-

the succeSs of those meetings ?.

Do I try to increase my success by (1) ana-

lyzing my own work each month; (2) planning

a systematic self-improvement program?

kY RATING (Jot down your ratiag on this Zine

HOW TO RATE YOURSELF; Add your NO

total by 10, deduct ,from 200.
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THIS CHART SHOWS THE RESULT OF YOUR SELF-EVALUATION
IT WILL HELP YOU SELL UP TO YOUR FULL POTENTIAL.

Make a dot in each column to show the rating you gave
yourself for that particular numbered test. Then,
draw a Line from each dot to the next.

The graph you get will
and your strong points.
what to strengthen --if
potential and win more

reveal both your weaknesses
You'll know what to eliminate,

ou want to sell up to your full
ustomers.

RAPHIC SE F -EVALUATION CHART
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AriESSIA NT TWO

Shop in several stores to observe how two salespeople

in each of the stores sell. Try to visit t-- stores

selling basically the-same product to the same types

of customers such as two exclusive women's or m_

speciality stores. Then visit a store selling the same

product to a different type of customer. For example,

visit one store selling women's or men's clothing at low

prices. Do all the stores follow the five-step process

in selling? Which steps do they handle7best? Are some

of the steps overlooked? Y.lu might want to record your

findings on a chart similar to this example:
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2. Survey at least five small companies that employ sales-

people. Do they urge their salespeople to Lp suggestion

selling? If so, what incentives do they provide? If

not, why not? Your survey should include different

types of businesses--a wholesaler, retailer, manufacturer,

and service firm.

Choose three products to s,11. Write at least

questions for each product that you would ask customers

in trying to determine their needs.

4. Interview at least two salespersons from three of the

four businesses listed here:

Automobile dealership

Retail store

Service outlet

Industrial concern

How do they find new prospects? Summarize your findings.

5. Interview retail, wholesale, industrial, and service

business owners. What methods do they use to measure

the success of their salespeople? How do they help

salespeople to improvedorthey have conferences,

meetings, etc.? What is their sales training rogram

like?
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POSTASSESSMENt

1. List the steps of the selling process. Discuss each

step in detail and provide examples showing how each

step depends on the preceding step.

2. Define prospecting. What are some of the sources

available for finding new prospects?

3. Identify and describe two methods for overcoming customer

objections. Provide at least two examples for each

method showing how you personally would use the method to

overcome your customer's objections.

4. Why is self-evaluation of your selling techniques

important?

Assume you are making a sales presents n. What techni-

ques would you use to get the customer involved in the

selling process? Clearly describe each technique that

you list.

Compare you answers to your responses to the preassessment.

You may want to check your postassessment answers with your

instructor.

SELF-EVALUATION

How well did you know the information needed to do the

activities?

Very well

Fairly well

) A little
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Be honest with yourself. If you feel you don't know the

material well enough, it might be helpful to review this section

before going on.
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FILMS

Available _ purchase or rental from Sales Branch, National
Audiovisual Center - General Services Administration, Washington
D. C. 20406. Phone (301) 763- '54.

EXPLORATION LEVEL:

"You and Your Customers" (14 min.)

Presents situations that small retailers may encounter which

involve customer relations. Opportunities to stop the film for

discussion following some of the more detailed situations are

provided. "Possible solutions" or alternative ways of-handling
these situations are then pres4nted.

"The Professional" (30 min.)

Shot4s whal- salespeople must do to professional in their

field. The story of a salesperson saafing for the principles
that will put him at the top of his profession.
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PRE/POSTASSESSM ENT
SUGGESTED RESPONSES

EXPOSURE

Response should center on the fact that, to succeed a firm must make profits; and to
make profits, firms must sell goons or services.

2. The American Marketing Association defines selling as "The personal or impersce
process e,f satisfying and/or persuading a prospective customer to by a commodi
service, or to act favorably on an idea that has commercial significance to the seller.

S. Successful salespeople know what motivates their customers to buy.

4. Steps in selling include (a) opening the sale, (b) determining customer ne-ds,
presenting, the product, (d) overcoming objections, and (e) closing the sale.

Consumer goods are those products purchased by the ultimate customers for their own
personal use Industrial goods are those products which are sold to other frms for use
in manufacturing other goods or for inclusion in the product the company sells.

EXPLORATION

1. Successful salespeople possess the following attributes: (a) the ability to get along well
with people, (b) desire to serve others, (c) poise and confidence, (d) pride, (e)
(f) honesty, and (g) personality.

Basic buying motives are buying impulses activated by basic needs such as food, drink,
sex, companionship, comfort, social approval, and desire for supe6ority. Learned motives
are acquired as people mature and are largely the res iIt of environment. Learned motives
include dependability, convenience, and, efficiency.

Types of customers include (a) customers who are just looking, (b) talker -e customers,
(c) silent customers, (d) undecided customers, (e) decided customers, and 'nf) h11rried,
nervous, impatient customers. Responses should include description,: of these t, ,:,es and
suggestions for handling them successfully.



Knowledge of the product or service is essential if the salesperson wants to earn the
customer's respect and continuing business. Consumers are better educated, and the
salesperson must be able to answer questions and provide in-depth information.

Salespeople should knovy-these things: product content; name; method of production;
how product can be used sizes, colors, styles, and models available; cue instructions;
guarantees or vverrt.---,ies; and services provided, such as alterations or installations.
Salespeople can use this information to answer customer queries and allay fears.

PREPARATION/ADAPTATION

j The steps of selling are (a) opening the sale, (b termining customer needs, c) presenting
r the product or service, (d) overcoming objectioi and (e) closing the sale. Response

should include an example that illustrates why each step must b completed in succession.

Prospecting is the process of identifying and locating potential customers. Sources of
prospects include business organizations, other businesses with similar types of customers,
the business's own custoriers, canvassing, directories, and trade registers.

Methods for overcoming customer objections z:e (a) the "yesbut- method, which points
out advantages equal to or greater than the objection; (b) the "boomerang" method, which
turns the objection around and directs it back to the prospect in the form of a reason to
buy; and (c) "direct question" method, which probes for tha hidden, unexpressed objection
by asking a direct question. Responses should show an understanding of the concepts
behind each method.

Self-evaluations are necessary for improving selling techniques.

5. You can involve customers by inviting questions, handing out samples, asking for their
assistance in testing products, or utilizing illustrations and charts. Responses should indi-
cate familiarity with each technique.
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TEACHING/LEARNING OBJECTIVES TE 'G/LEARNING DELIVERY SUGGESTIONS
A variety of n teaching /learning methodologies have been

Upon completion of this level of instrurtion you should be rble to: use 1. To help you organize your work and plan the use of this level
there suggestion' .re made:

1. Explain why the selling function is important to small businesses.
2. Relate the definition of selling as stated by the American Marketing

Association.
3. Describe what salespeople need to know about their customers to be

successful at selling.
4. List the five steps of the selling process.
5. Differentiate consumer goods from industrial goods.

u.1 I

1. Interview a variety of business owners concerning the importance
of effective selling_

2. invite a nonretail safespers.,n to meet with your group to describe
his or her normal working day.

1. List and di:cuss the attributes of successful salespeople.
2. Explain,ccstornar buying motives.
3. List and discuss the five basic types of customers, ways to recognize

them, and ways to handle them in selling situations.
4. Discuss the importance of product knowledge to the salesperson.
5. Describe the specific product/service information salespersons need

to have and the sources for getting this information.
x

1. lEterview a variety of retail and nonreta salespersons on how per-
sonal attributes relate to successful selling,

2. Have the group analyze 3 variety of products to determine the type
of information a salesperson should have to sell the products
effectively. Analysos ghoul include selling points and indicate a
knowledge of the products.

1. List and discuss the five steps of the selling process.
2. Discuss the importance of prospecting and list sources rf new

prospects in the consumer/user and commercial fields.
3. Discuss the importance of self-evaluation to the salespulon.
4. Identify and describe two methods for overcoming customer

objections.
5. Explain the importance of customer involvement in the selling

process and describe various techniques used to get customers
involved.

1. Have the group observe salespeople in a st.)re to determine the sales
techniques used.

2. Accompany an industrial salesperson on sales calls for a day to study
what the job requires and the techniques used. Have the salesperson
discuss how he or she finds new prospects.

3. invite business owners to discuss how they evaluate and train sales-
people,





The PACE series consists of these parts and units.

PART I: GETTING READY TO BECOME AN ENTR

Unit A: Nature of Small Business

Unit B: Are You an Entrepreneur?

Unit C: How to Succeed and How to

PART II: BECOMING AN ENTREPRENEUR

ail

Unit A: Developing the Business Plan

Unit B: Where to Locate the Business

Unit C: Legal. Issues and Small Business

Unit D: Government Regulations and Small Business

Unit E: Chooiing the Type of Ownership

Unit, F: How to Finance the Business

Unit'G: Resources for Managerial A si,stance

PART-III: BEING AN ENTREPRENEUR

Unit A: Managing the Business

Unit B: Financial. Management

Unit C: Keeping the Business Records

Unit D: Marketing Management

Unit E: Successful Selling

Unit F: Managing Human Resources

Unit C: 'Community Relatidns

Unit H: Business Protection
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